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G
rover Zampa Vineyards at 25 years is India’s oldest wine producer now that Indage 
Vintners is no longer producing wine. Our oldest wine producer is also the most 
awarded. Grover Zampa’s latest and, perhaps its most prestigious accolade, is the 

national recognition that it receives as Sommelier India Winery of the Year 2017 (page 18).

As the editor and publisher of India’s first and leading wine magazine, I feel 
privileged to applaud the company’s achievements over the course of an entire 
quarter century. Despite the several challenges they may have weathered along the 
way, Grover Zampa has arrived at this landmark milestone with their business in 
fairly good shape and their wines, internationally known. 

As we approach the end of the year and you plan ahead for Diwali and the festive 
season, have you stopped to think which wines you’ll be drinking? It’s such fun to 
imagine all the wonderful wines you could try. As a young wife and hostess, I loved 
going through cookbooks selecting the dishes I’d prepare for all the dinner parties 
that I was planning to give (and sometimes never did..!) 

Equally now, I enjoy reading about the wines I’d like to serve, starting with a 
welcome drink, moving on to a white and a red and then ending perhaps with a 
dessert wine in lieu of a dessert. In those early days, there was very little choice except 
for a sherry ot champagne to start with and winding up with port after dinner.

These days there’s lots more choice as you dream up wonderful wine dinners 
– real or imaginary – with plenty of inspiration to get you started in the pages of 
Sommelier India. Read about Champagne Drappier (page 30) available in India and 
imported by Ace Beveragez, or Cordorniu cava, the sparkling wine from Spain that’s 
produced with a second bottle fermenation just like champagne (page 42). 

The other day I had the chance to taste Georgian wines for the first time  
(page 46) at a friend’s house and was bowled over by how good they were. Georgia and 
Armenia (page 56) are the oldest places in the world for producing wine using indigenous 
grapes and traditional methods, although their wines are not yet in the country. However, if 
you like Italian wines, Cecchi (pronounced, chekki) is one of Tuscany’s top family wineries 
(page 36) and the wines are imported to India by Fratelli Wines. 

So you see, there’s no shortage of choice. Dream on, but drink wisely!

from the editor
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